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letter From the 
editorS

“I should like to let you know how important sliced bread is to 
the morale and saneness of  a household” - Sue Forrester, in a 
letter to the New York Times

For two dark months during 1943, sliced bread was banned in the 
United States as part of  a wartime conservation effort. Outrage at this 
ban prompted housewife Sue Forrester to pen the previously quoted 
letter to the New York Times, defending the honor of  sliced bread when 
no one else would.

Like our namesake, we at Sliced Bread hope to boost morale on this 
campus. “Saneness” is less of  a guarantee though, as the astounding 
pieces within this magazine will prove. Read on and discover stories 
ranging from the burgeoning romance between two ice fishermen to the 
tragedy of  a girl who is disappearing, piece by piece.

The artists whose work graces the pages of  this issue have truly 
outdone themselves, as have this year’s Sliced Bread staff. Manning 
fundraisers, recording episodes of  our podcast, Breadbeat, relentlessly 
plugging the magazine to anyone within earshot—is there anything 
these valiant souls won’t do? This issue also includes pieces from both 
our annual collaboration with the Study Abroad Office and our first 
summer art contest.  2018 has been an exciting year for Sliced Bread and 
we hope to continue rising to new occasions.

Of  course, Sliced Bread would be nothing without you. Whether 
you are a reader, a submitter, or a casual rifler of  magazines in coffee 
shops, you are the bread that holds the sandwich of  this literary magazine 
together, just as sliced bread held Sue Forrester’s home life together. And 
now, without further ado, please enjoy this newest issue of  Sliced Bread, 
complete with more yeasty goodness than ever!

Panivorously yours,

The Editors
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premature eulogy For winter

maya oSman-krinSky

This death will fertilize
the ground I walk on my pillowcases
will smell like my very own
hair cuts like a hangnail I’ll
rip it off pirate a movie in my very own
bed my feet will be cold I will wear
my very own socks every night
I will grow an inch taller my
bones will strengthen and my very own
muscles will strain against your red
brown honeysmeared hair behind your
ears I will brush my teeth and not I will
roll over in my very own bed
with my very own mourning breath.
 
This death I will mourn
in my happy New York City head to toe black
I will eat the cheese cubes at my very own
funeral and save the toothpicks for
chewing on later so my cuticles
don’t bleed I won’t worry about how my fingers
look the ground I walk on will be my very own
pillowcases and dog-eared novel ideas will
spill from my ears I won’t
even need a Q-tip to get them out they
will stick to the bottoms of  my shoes and
crawl into my socks they will sleep in
my hair and I will smell like the sun that
will peel like a fig the seeds and the wasps will get
stuck in my teeth and I won’t even know
they are there.
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Shuffling pages between your letters
Is touching the frills of  your hair
Feeling the cage of  your eyelashes on mine
The gestation of  small universes came to life
The stars fell out; their ashes brought a thousand desires:
The whisper of  ink, littered solitude, foolish breaths, forgotten sleep.
Look how the night encircles itself
Into nothing more than a moment.
Look how nails bleed
Scuffling through the dirt touching shriveled petals of
The flower of  next year’s spring
The past swells into the moment like rain
Skins are wet, clouds fall away, silences take flesh
Little drops fall upwards.
Perhaps broken teacups put themselves together again, only briefly:
I exist like a pause
Between the last letter and
The full stop.

letterS From many nightS

atman mehta
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Scheherezade

Sam hoFFman

late at night she wrote out
one thousand and one poems, 

scratching dark shapes on frail white paper
and stacking them around herself  till they piled up,

a fragile flammable cocoon, 
like a fruit-cart man waiting for a spark. 
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Benchwarmer

Belen edwardS

This is the story of  a nondescript bench which sat in a nondescript 
park. It was one of  those parks with a grassy knoll or two, a swing 

set facing a slide of  some sort, and a lake where you could feed the ducks 
bread, even though the signs told you not to. 

By some error on a tired construction worker’s part, the bench had 
been placed facing away from the park’s main attractions. Where other 
benches in the park could gaze upon the waters of  the lake, this bench 
beheld only a lamp post and a trash can. Neither of  these made for 
very good company; it is common knowledge that lamp posts consider 
themselves to be above other park amenities, and trash cans are known to 
be rather full of  themselves. 

So our bench lived a lonely life. It broke its heart to hear the delighted 
cries of  children and not be able to see them. Barely anyone sat on it, 
either —who wants to face a lamp post and a trash can when there are 
grassy knolls and a lake available for visual consumption? 

The nights were more interesting than the days: the lamppost lit up 
in its snobbish way, and the bench could watch as raccoons rifled through 
the trash can. Sometimes people would sleep on the bench, and the bench 
reveled in the person-to-bench contact. It had been so long since someone 
had sat on it; the other benches surely got tons of  action every day, but 
not this one. When someone special finally came along, they were not a 
common civilian ready to plant their backside on the bench and be done 
with it. No, they were of  a higher caliber: a painter, to be exact. 

One bright spring day, the painter set up his easel across from the 
bench—near the insufferable trash can and lamp post—and stared out 
at the park. He held his thumb in the air and rotated it up and down, 
sketching something that the bench was unable to make out. Landscape 
painting is not a familiar concept to most pieces of  furniture, so naturally 
the bench was curious. Soon, however, the monotony of  the painter’s 
motion—stop, stare, sketch—bored the bench. It focused its attentions 
elsewhere—a squirrel was busy ripping up the trash can’s guts, much to 
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the lamp post’s apparent amusement. 
Some time later, after the squirrel had surfaced empty-pawed from the 

depths of  the trash can, the painter decided it was time to take a break. 
He walked over to the bench, unwrapping his meatball sub as he sat. The 
bench tried not to feel anything at the painter’s touch, suppressing the 
customary flicker of  joy. It knew the painter would be like the others—one 
and done and gone, never to sit on the bench again. 

A sharp sting pierced the bench’s splintered wood as some of  the 
sauce from the painter’s sandwich splattered across its surface, doomed to 
join the countless stains the bench had collected over the years, standing 
proudly in the stain hall of  fame between spray from soda cans opened 
too soon and crusts of  half-chewed gum. The bench braced itself  for more 
drops of  sandwich sauce but was surprised to feel only a soft brushing 
across its surface. The painter was doing the unthinkable—he was wiping 
the stain away with a tenderness the bench was unfamiliar with. The spark 
of  joy it had fought so hard to repress at the painter’s presence roared into 
a blazing inferno that would have burned the bench to ash had it not been 
a metaphor. Too soon, the painter was on his feet again, continuing his 
work while the bench yearned for his touch. 

As the day progressed, the bench became aware of  the smallest things: 
how the painter tapped his toes as he struggled to choose what color to 
use, how he squinted in an attempt to see every last detail of  the scene he 
was painting, how he wiped his brush slowly, carefully, after every cleaning. 
The bench wondered if  he wiped the brushes as tenderly as he had wiped 
the gnarly sauce stain from its surface. 

The brushes angered the bench. They clearly didn’t appreciate the 
painter, they didn’t appreciate his touch. They just sat there with their 
bristles sticking up in the air—did they think that was cool? Did they think 
that the painter was that superficial, that he cared about their appearance? 

Envy was a new sensation to the bench, but then again so was love. 
Obviously it understood that a relationship between a human and a bench 
was near-impossible, but that didn’t stop it from dreaming. It began to 
conjure up touching dialogues between itself  and the painter: 

“You look ravishing today,” the painter would say. 
The bench, being a bench, would not reply. However, it imagined that 

it would radiate a kind of  benchy beauty rivaled by none. 
It pictured the painter giving it a new coat of  paint, caressing it 

with those annoying brushes of  his. Yet this moment was not about the 
brushes—it was simply a moment of  the greatest intimacy between bench 
and man. If  only it were real. 
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The days continued to pass in this way, with the bench pining after the 
painter. It knew that he must have felt something too—why else would he 
always stand where he stood, suffering the company of  the lamppost and 
the trash can so he could have a good view of  the bench? 

As spring turned to summer, the painter finally finished his work. 
The bench could tell: the painter applied one final brush of  paint with a 
trembling hand, then he smiled a smile so beautiful it nearly melted the 
bench’s peeling paint job. It was a smile of  satisfaction, of  getting the job 
done. The bench wished there was more melancholy hiding in that smile, 
a sadness at leaving the bench, but it was clear that the painter felt nothing 
but happiness. 

He picked the painting up off the easel and stared at it again, beaming, 
before carefully leaning the painting against the snobby trash can. It was 
turned to face the bench, as if  the painter had deliberately placed it so the 
bench could see the fruit of  his labors. 

There, rendered in soft pastel, was the park, with the bench at the 
forefront. For the first time in its life, the bench gazed upon the ducks 
floating in the blue waters of  the pond. It pinpointed the playground where 
the children played, finally able to connect the joyful screams of  children 
to the small swings that the painting depicted. And it could see itself—did 
its handles really gleam like that in the sun? Were its wooden slats really 
that soft and polished? Did it really tie the park together, standing proudly 
in front of  pond and playground? For the first time in its life, the bench 
felt beautiful. This must have been how the other benches felt all the time. 

The painter packed up the painting and left, but the bench still felt his 
presence; if  ever someone sat down on it, it would picture the painter. If  
ever it rained, the bench imagined the wetness was the painter applying 
a fresh coat of  paint to his canvas. If  ever the bench felt down, it simply 
pictured the painting. It may have only beheld it for a second, but the 
painting stuck with the bench. For even though the painter had left before 
the bench could reveal its feelings, it knew that the painter must have felt 
the same way: the soft golden brown of  the bench in the painting could 
only have been painted with a lover’s hand, could only have been seen 
through a lover’s eyes. This was what the bench took with it into its old age: 
until it was simply petrified wood, until the only memory of  it was hanging 
in an old woman’s house, above her kitchen table.
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We’d never go to Indonesia so we
caught its cousins on migration, let wither
for a greater cause. Cut Cloudless, Clouded Sulphur wings, less
vibrant yellows, greens. They would do. 
Monarch black stripes, we hung our sticky tack
creation in our collection case,
careful, as always, to hide our frankenstein lines. 

Human pleasure breeds collection;
we collected final breaths, resting wings.
We didn’t think of  them as dead so much
as having never been alive; they weren’t
like us. 

Zebra Swallowtail body drained of  
colorless blood, thoracic muscles lead nowhere.
Our craft too well mastered, it knew what it was
when instincts yearned for pheromones of  a mate.

Creations conspired against us, led by
Goliath, gathering strength in memories
transported to them from home, and at once
they broke free, thrusting abdomens on glass,
popping screws from the wood, they filled the room
then the house, then the sky, going home.

Sticky tack was never meant to withstand flight;
it hadn’t rained in weeks, but color fell from the sky
that day like pastel fireworks, we wept for them.
Our confettied lawn washed away in the rain. 

OrnithOptera GOliath

alice may
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aSSiSted liVing

Jake weiSS

Several of  these curse in bubbling Yiddish.
Several others are mute, muted, though who knows
for how long. Here, there is little time,
or time is different, hardly based on a sun.
Grandfathers tell their daughters to go to hell.
God is probably real, and sang at supper
last evening. Boiled things, again. Vile.

My grandfather tells me at fifteen junctures,
in fifteen ways, that he loves me.
That is, it appears, the sole remembrance.
We eat Spanish-tinged diner food, he, my mother
and I. Huevos rancheros. Delicious.
He insists on the bill, but don’t know
how to pay it.

Sleep may come with thoughts of  dying.
Mother will get the call.
I’ll know when the light comes in.
Goodness, they are beautiful,
these dreamish hills which roll me,
calmly, to infinity.
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like tomorrow I don’t ask you how you’re doing. like my
birthday is your birthday is mine. like what if  I put my
blood in a bowl with your blood. let it. melt.

though the world is. true. the world is already full of
bloody things. the world is also full of  sweet peeled
almonds. delicious clean. rolling around under the earth.
have you ever held one just so. between your lips.
you have.

who are we when we steal coins from the plastic rice jug.
who are we doing wheelies in the funeral home parking lot.
I want to know. I want to be a beehive in matrimony.
I want to be one neuron swinging. shh. and now something
is brushing his teeth. I want to be swept and shut and
delirious. climb into the corner store and rescue all the matches.

cut the feet off of  your body so your ankles can feel
ground. cut the tops of  trees off to be closer to the stars.
like trucks huddled together their beds almost forming
trundle beds. be a thousand bugs swarming you. so shy
just barely. touching you.

not a loss of  being. I like it when I’m being. not a sense of
selflessness. I hate me when I’m selflessness. the most
selfish creature in the whole universe. happy on every
holiday. goo pulsing through the cracks. the water in the sinking
boat slowly turning on. like all the bedside lamps of  all thirty
thousand cities on the moon.

pyroSome

mireille FarJo
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Storm

douglaS dow

Freeze then these limbs,
the monster slowly crashes in,
calves wrapped in coils of  strangled leafy 
matter overtaking the shore
between shores, my brow,
sand between salt
oceans straddling dust
bubbling spittle rising,
beat against the air,
sputter in gasps, in heaving swells,
the charcoal sky like rocky pinnacles, 
your bellowing gusts beating
a warning to the trembling Earth,
then lower and consume,
the grains on the falling edge
teeter towards the center
and the end, 

Boiling sea,
storm, storm, storm,
my livelihood, my life, my verdant twin,
uncoil me, unwhip me,
wash me away and swallow me,
break my spine, unravel my guts,
spray me against your coast and flay me on the tips 
of  your unrelenting soul,
salt my very blood,
release my body and untie my tightly knotted cords, 
I submit to be scattered and borne
to some unheard of  and far away shore.
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Your foamy breaks then pull to God 
and I hear birds calling high above. 
Pull me upwards,
and touch them, 
let me touch them so high up
the storm can’t move the air,
kill me,
lay my limp body among the winged doves,
my heart cold and still inside my airless chest,
the slopes of  emeralds crack and break against my back, 
the sea sky notes roll rolling, 
standing driftwood smoothed by sea wave 
tossed in sea birth cracked in sea change, 
wind mapping a pining line across my spine, 
shards of  light splitting grey granite clouds, 
the bleeding holes loosing rebirthed breath into the holy air, 
if  these high waters do overtake me. 
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growing

lilly guo

Noah is a nervous child. He does not show it, but worries and fears 
follow him like flies. He worries his legs will stick to the plastic chairs 

at school, that the cartoon eyes on the alphabet lines will move, that his 
socks will turn black if  he walks on the rainbow map rug. His fears are like 
flies too —small, harmless—but he has many, pulsing and buzzing in clouds 
around his head. He slaps the air when he shouts his questions—Why is 
chicken meat pink? When do teeth fall out?—and throws teary fits when 
they are left unanswered. 

Mrs. Miller worries about Noah, but only slightly. Boys are restless from 
the expectations they’ve yet to discover, she thinks. Darling Noah, with his sea-blue 
eyes and paper-white skin, fills Mrs. Miller’s heart with joy whenever he 
looks up. He fills every heart with joy, in fact, with the blush of  his round 
cheeks, the freckles on his button nose, the loose dark curls that sweep his 
small brow. But Noah hates how small he is, how he cannot reach jars or 
scissors and must pour milk with two hands. Instead, he knocks over stacks 
of  plates and drops pebbles into juice cartons. Mrs. Miller scolds him gently 
for this, sometimes clicks her tongue if  she feels impatient, but can never 
bear to do more.

During recess, while the other children run around in circles, Noah sits 
alone on the bench to grow. He starts with his feet, willing them to close 
the gap between his toes and sneaker tips, to push against the underside 
of  his laces, stretch the red and black rubber until they burst. Then he 
works his way up: to the smooth bone of  his shins, the fleshy backs of  
his thighs, the ovalness of  his belly, his slim shoulders, peach-fuzzed arms, 
the space between his lips and ears. He closes his eyes and sees a forest, 
birches standing guard atop cold cliffs, a naïve inlet tumbling below, the 
pale blue houses of  Odda four miles south. The woman he is with stands 
on the precipice, arms spread wide to hug the wind, and Noah watches her, 
matches his breath with the tides of  her shoulders, feels her undertow in the 
lumbar of  his spine. He touches her wrist, and when she turns he sees that 
she is crying, although she disguises this sloppily with a quivering smile. She 
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is sorry, she whispers, and this enrages Noah, coats his tongue with sour 
bile, billows smoke from the coals burning in his stomach. He jerks his hand 
away and looks out into the wind. 

“Noah dear, it’s time to go in,” Mrs. Miller beckons, back slightly bent, 
hands on her knees. 

“Where is Odda?” he asks.
Mrs. Miller is used to the boy’s suddenness. “Norway, honey. Did you 

like that documentary?” 
Noah walks past her and says nothing. He is tired, he wants to leave 

this place, but for where he does not know. So he waits; walks past the 
brick doorway through the west hall and waits diligently at his desk, hands 
folded, feet flat, lips puckered in concentration. He loves to watch the clock 
hands race, cheering for the Second but secretly rooting for the Hour, and 
this time the race is so close he jumps up in his seat with an ecstatic “Oh!” 
The Oh!’s echo through the class in spiraling ripples until Mrs. Miller 
asks what has happened, to which everyone says nothing. Noah is good at 
waiting because he knows the future always evolves into the present, a fact 
that gives him comfort through the worries that swarm him. 

On Tuesday afternoons, Noah takes the school bus home. It is rowdy 
and crowded with sticky handprints everywhere, and this makes Noah 
nervous. He sits in the first row, behind the driver, diagonal to the door, and 
watches the rest of  the children from the large mirror fixed above the front 
windshield. 

“Open the windows!” he shouts, though they are all already open. The 
girl beside him giggles, adding to the bus’s high-pitched chatter. Around 
Noah, words spin and ricochet in infinite directions, accelerating with every 
collision, disintegrating in their limitless speed, until they are no longer 
intelligible, no longer his language, the whistles and warbles of  another 
species’ tongue. 

He is at Lincoln Park Zoo, in the McCormick Bird House, for his 
mother is a birdsong enthusiast and she adores the Free Flight Area. She 
remembers her first visit here, how she was enamored by the glittering 
beaks and feathers, the soothing coos and trills, and she hopes she can 
do the same for her son, that he too might fall in love if  he sits on her 
husband’s shoulders.

“Are you scared of  heights?” teases the starling as Noah’s knuckles 
whiten around his father’s hair. Noah shakes his head firmly. His father is 
a tall man, a looming six-foot-five, which means one day Noah will grow 
to join him, and he knows that he must prepare himself, that a tall man 
cannot fear his own height. The ground below him sways precariously, but 
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Noah forces his back straight and raises his chin. 
The egret sneers from across the pond. Her neck kinks in odd places, 

folded like a small intestine, and Noah fears that she will straighten it, that 
each joint will crack one by one with every inch she lifts her crown. “Of  
course he’s scared.” Her gullet throbs as she speaks. “Look at him!”

Two hundred feathered heads swivel to peer at Noah, eyes black and 
empty, unblinking. Noah bites back a gasp as his cheeks flush bright red, 
struggling to contain hot tears. He cannot show weakness, cannot cry, he 
knows, for that would satisfy them, give them power to grow. He holds his 
breath and counts, to ten, twenty, a hundred, until his lungs are emptied 
of  angst, until his blood flows without panic. He feels a hand resting gently 
atop his own, a hand he cannot see, kneading strength into the core of  his 
bones. Noah looks up and stares down the egret, boring into her golden 
circles, scorching her yellow smirk, tearing at her white plumage. Back 
arched, chest out, he screeches. 

“Hon, this is your stop.” Noah sees the pudgy face of  the bus driver 
hovering inches from his own. He blinks twice, then hurriedly climbs off, 
depositing himself  on the corner of  the block. Across the street, Noah 
sees, is the house of  the neighborhood witch. The façade is a pasty cream 
with maroon shutters, thoroughly ordinary if  not for the aggressive “NO 
SOLICITING” sign nailed to the front door. She is known to eat children, 
this witch, to flay her victims while they still squirm and roast them with 
salt and onions. Most days, Noah walks straight home without a glance, 
refusing to share the fears of  his classmates but never finding reason to test 
them. 

Today, he hears crashing waterfalls and the calls of  horned larks. He 
follows the scent of  mountain air and green spruce needles. The sign is old, 
he notices, its white edges broken by streaks of  burnt orange, the tails of  the 
“L” and “G” beginning to fade. It rattles when he turns the door handle, 
groans along with rusty hinges. He sees her immediately, leisurely reading 
a newspaper in the parlor room on his right. 

“Would you like to be boiled or sautéed?” The witch looks up at Noah 
through thick-framed sunglasses, her lips pressed into a thin, angry line. 
She is built like his mother, fragile with sharp bones, but her face is ancient 
and birdlike. Noah’s heart squeezes. He is petrified.

“I want to be unafraid,” his voice shakes.
The witch cackles. “I do not grant wishes, ugly child.” She removes 

her glasses to reveal a pair of  owl eyes, round and bulging with amber 
irises. Noah chokes, almost falls, and the witch howls harder at this, higher, 
screeching now, until Noah turns and runs. He swings his knees and gasps 
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for breath with hands cupping his ears, with wind biting his belly, for there 
is no relief, no protection, only stony plateau for miles on end. A mist has 
settled low to the ground, hiding sharp rocks and deep crevices, but Noah 
closes his eyes and remembers this place, this future, feels its geology in his 
bones and its topography in his moods, foresees the footholds that propelled 
the men who came before him. As the pounding of  rubber against granite 
falls into rhythm with the beating of  his heart to his temple, Noah realizes 
that regardless of  what he hopes for, regardless of  what he dreams, he will 
run forever.

Noah stops at the driveway in front of  his house. It is the house with 
the big willow and green mailbox, the only home he has ever known. When 
Noah is older, he will be restless, he will sell all his things to liberate his 
cosmic boundaries, but today he prays for stagnancy, for roots planted in 
concrete foundations. His mother smiles when she sees Noah and steps out 
to hug him hello. He clings to her skirt and buries his face in her scent, tries 
to smother the pain of  a loss that is destined to come. 

The woman is wearing an airy gown, her open back turned to him as 
she smokes a cigarette on the balcony. It is dusk, when the sleepy town rubs 
its eyes awake, and the woman wants to go dancing. She adores Mykonos, 
the Island of  the Winds, the city of  blue, white, and gold, her home. Noah 
sits on the bed to finish his drink and watches her complete her ritual. She 
grinds her finished cigarette carefully on the stone handrail, flicks the stub 
into the streets below, and gently blows the ash settled on her fingertips. He 
looks at the dresser mirror across the room and watches himself  fall madly 
in love. How dearly he has missed her. 

When Noah turns back to call her name, she is standing on the railing, 
her toes curled to match the slope of  the marble. They had chosen the 
Penthouse Suite for this trip, wishing to take full advantage of  the capital’s 
tallest building. As his glass shatters against the ceramic tiling, feathered 
wings erupt from between her shoulders, white as the beaches of  Elia, vast 
as the oldest fjords. She leaps. 
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Saeriko SiJo For ko un

Sophia Bae chun

The flower of  hoarfrost blooms, like ten thousand lives alone
Our mourning soul unfurls, filling winter skies like the first star

Oh, but the air is cold, where our testament stands
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winter BaSeBall

mahathi ayyagari

She came inside
as the sun was tumbling,

heat in her hair. 

And her arm burned too,
from the crashing of  ball to bone,

from contact
of  seams to palm.  

 
Her tendons stretched

to the cusp of  breaking— 
a pull, travelling through her flesh,

at once hard and bruising and soft,
coursing through her like a cable.

 
Raw and isolated,

the pain bloomed red, 
spreading over her deep skin like the first blush of  day.

Pink, red, and winking,

until the soreness cooled down,
the flush of  color receding on her hand, bursting

only when she opened and closed. 
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duSt on wood on drywall

John lutz

On his 80th birthday, when we got there, 
“Poppy’s in the backyard hacking up 
those yuca [he always says it “yukka”] roots.” 
Wearing decades-weathered cowboy boots, 
a face of  leather and sun and stubborn work. 
Everyone ate smoked brisket and drank tea.  

Hardly two years later, I’m holding his hand 
so that it doesn’t dangle off the bed. 
Dark blood was pendulating just inside it, 
like voices discussing scrupling behind 
stucco walls. Purple splotches forming 
as capillaries grit their teeth and quit. 
But a stubborn heart kept beating and those lips, 
I-do-not-know-how-conscious, kept on coaxing 
another hour of  breath from Texan breezes.
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mumBai

oliVia alcaBeS

If  you and I
go to Mumbai
and get drunk on the plane ride there
would you hold my hair
while I throw up in the tiny airplane bathroom
crammed in the space between the door
and the sink and my knees
warm against the vibrating floor?

If  I use both
our brown paper bags
would you hold a grudge? Would you
buy me lunch
during the layover
and watch my suitcase while I lie on the floor
stroke the grey airport carpet
and try to remember I’m not flying
anymore?
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aaS Fun aS it iS you really Shouldnt poSt 
thingS aBout wanting to die on the internet 

(A POEM IN 11 TWEETS)

tatiana Sachi

for the first time last night i noticed the knobs on my bathroom 
cabinet have leaves etched into them and I thought about the 
gold cross my mother gave me when i was 8 and the icon we had 
hanging in the hallway and I wanted to cry about something other 
than myself  for once 

this is how u worship when u cannot leave the house 

lay on the ground directly below the moving fan as you wait for it 
to run out of  inertia ! glue your eyes 2 it and watch its lifecycle flash 
before u 

squatting down near the dirty snow wishing it was clean so i could 
shovel it into my mouth, I ran my fingers over it to shake it loose 
from being old and stiff andd made it flaky (melted a bit on my 
fingertips) 

honestly how are u supposed to tell if  any of  your teeth are coming 
loose when you can move any of  them slightly back and forth if  
you try hard enough 
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loveliest of  all are the final moments of  the fan turning, very slowly, 
almost not even at all as it comes to a stop

Thinking about the world that runs parallel to this one underneath 
it and fraught w feeling the place where your heart reverberates 
forever and where we go when we close our eyes 

I tried to go to job training today but I started thinking about the 
body of  a dead bird out in the cold and weeping for the bird and 
curling my body around it and warming it w me and my moving 
blood and then I had to go home and rest for a long time afterward 

the moment after the fan stops the ceiling melts a tear brims over 
my eyelid and it all moves backwards for a second or two 

I think people are going to be relentlessly unique and beautiful 
forever 

february is a good time to decide u might as well be alive
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a cautiouS loVe poem

lena Breda

I have been thinking of  the uncertain delicacy of  a poached egg
Dropping into black and swirling water
Watching its treacherous dance in sputtering ripples
The moment of  hesitation
     as you carry it 
     from the bubbling pot
A second birth,
surface white and soft as the 
feathers of  a dove.

And I have been thinking of  the delicate shell of  your skull
Your face resting in the cradle of  my chest,
and of  the divine simplicity
of  counting your vertebrae,
My fingers climbing their ragged trail like rungs of  a ladder.

I do not know if  we will fall—
water heaving below—
If  we will emerge unbroken. 
If  I will crack in the heat.

Oh, what a wonder!
How we wait our whole lives to dangle perilously over the pot—
To be cracked upon the rim of  life and fall!

You give a slight snort—
Nuzzle dearer into my hasty collage of  bones.

Buongiorno, tesora you whisper. 
Breakfast time.
The scratch of  your beard upon my cheek.

I’ll start the water.
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There’s never been a hoser quite like Kevin, no sir.
Did yer uncle ever tell you about ice fishing? No? You know nothing 

of  the sea. Try takin a sled for thirty kilometers in the cold Ontario winter 
with naught but Kevin for company and tell me you’ve lived a hard life. 
The fishy meat is succulent, you betcha, but they sure do make you work 
for it. When we finally got to some pristine ice what looked like glass, 
Kevin tried to saw through it but ended up losin both of  his thumbs. We 
thought about going back, but any fool knows it’s bad luck to lose digits 
with nary a fish to show for it.

Wouldn’t you know it though, eh? Three weeks with no Timmy’s or 
TV and we didn’t see a single fish, no sir. Just the polar bears what tried 
to take our jerky, and if  you ask me this global warming can’t come fast 
enough. Them nights were so cold we had to huddle for warmth, yes sir, 
and that was the first time we made love. Our chest hair got so tangled up 
the fire department had to pry us apart with the Jaws of  Life, and I never 
saw that much blood again until our wedding night.

Anyways, to answer the question, yes I miss yer Uncle Kevin. Sure he 
may have been guilty, but what he did took plannin! Forethought! Brains! 
That’s the man I fell in love with as we slid around the ice looking for his 
thumbs. Thirty years is too long a time to be in prison anyhow. When he 
gets out I might just hitch up that sled again, see if  we can’t make him lose 
a little more than his thumbs.

there’S neVer Been a hoSer

Quite like keVin, no Sir

hank huBBard
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let’S learn the dayS oF the week

JameS weigle

She woke up on Monday at seven
And found she was missing her toes.
“But how can this be?”
“Don’t blubber to me,”
Said her father. “That’s just how life goes.”

She woke up at seven on Tuesday
And found she was missing her feet.
She learned she could walk
In her shoes if  each sock
Had been filled up with hamburger meat.

On Wednesday she found that her legs
Had disappeared up to the knee.
They called Doctor Shaffold,
Who said he was baffled,
And charged a preposterous fee.

On Thursday she found, with a shudder,
That her body now stopped at the waist.
Her brother supplied
Her with bed-posts and tried
To attach them with putty and paste.
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She wept through the following morning,
For by Friday her arms had gone too.
“Oh, don’t be a baby!”
Said mother. “You may be
A stump, but you’ve homework to do!”

On Saturday it was her torso
That had disappeared into the void.
But she still had her head,
And stayed silent in bed,
For her parents were getting annoyed.

On Sunday, at last, she was Nothing,
A nothingness cold and inert.
Her mommy and dad
Said, “Oh well!” and “Too bad!”
And “That’s that!” and went out for dessert.
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gwyneth croSS 

today I am the wrong side 
of  a one-sided sapling, 

straining for purchase in powdery soil, 
bowing willfully to a strange wind,

stooped over, fighting. 

today I am the crack 
in the top of  an acorn,
well-worn by grasping 

jaws of  ants and 
paws of  squirrels. 

today I am the bend 
in a blade of  grass 

crushed 
underfoot, 

today I am 
compressed 
smaller than 

my skin. 

today iS a Small day
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maría eugenia

elizaBeth Furlong

35 Calle Portugal, where the car led, near the crest of  a hill, steep 
enough that I would be scared to bike or drive or maybe even to 

run down, ringed by matching white buildings topped with sun-burned 
ceramic tiles, each peppered with popping pinks and vital greens of  fauna, 
and in view of  that mighty and ancient Mediterranean: this would be my 
home.

When we arrived Nacho had had to park the car at such an angle, I 
feared the brake would not hold or that if  it did, the removal of  my 50lb 
suitcase from the back of  his compressed car would disrupt the already 
precarious balance of  things and send the car sliding down the hill, dinging 
the other cars parked along the edges (though I would learn later this was 
not a huge cause for concern), and into the Mediterranean. Worse yet, 
there was little to indicate if  this was a one-way road, though it indeed 
seemed to be, and we had absolutely gone the wrong way up. 

Regardless, we had arrived and, thankfully, the car remained steady 
when we withdrew the suitcase. Nacho took out a set of  keys, though no 
key was needed for the gate which swung open at a light push, and moved 
with me toward the front door. Inside the gate were patches of  green 
and brown with a collection of  plantings, all varied so that there was no 
clear symmetry or indication of  a plan. Among the disheveled, would-be 
garden, two stalks of  corn, a cautious reminder of  home. 

While I dragged my suitcase up the two steps before the front door, 
Nacho attempted for several minutes to locate the correct key. I was still 
wearing my black leggings from the plane and the entry did little to shade 
us from the sun, now nearly overhead and unrelenting; I felt the sweat 
begin to collect on me. Costa del Sol, they had said on the plane. 

At last, the door sprang open, but not from any act of  Nacho, rather 
some force inside had swung it ajar to spill out the insides of  the home. 

Stuff. So. Much. Stuff. Cosas. Qué cosas. 
And in the haze of  heat and things that flew out from the entry: a 

white blur with lipstick-shmeared lips the color of  Barbie’s Dream House 
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and two sun-loved hands coming to embrace me. 
I felt the glaze of  her lips brush my left and then right cheek, and hear 

her singing a drizzle of  vowels for her name as she does so. ¿Repite, por favor? 
¿Otra vez? 

“María Eugenia,” she told me again, holding out the vowels of  the 
second word for me, Ay-ooo-hen-ee-ah, and smiling with her pink lips to 
indicate I should repeat it back to her. I did, “Ay-ooh-hen-ee-ah.” 

“!Sí! María Eugenia. Muy bien, Elizabeth.” But when she said it back to 
me once more, now at a regular pace, it sounded entirely changed once 
more, so that I wouldn’t actually realize her name until she wrote it down 
for me a couple hours later. I liked the way she said my name, though. 
Something in the way she formed the sounds in her mouth and reformed it 
slightly, made it ring differently in my ears. Somehow, my very traditional, 
very English name suddenly seemed to transcend language or place and 
become universal and timeless in her mouth. I would miss this rearticulated 
“Elizabeth” when I left. 

It was this whirlwind of  a woman, always dressed in white linens 
softened from years of  movement and sun, that would bring me in and 
take me out. This wasn’t a homestay, and yet on my first Saturday she 
would bring me with her on her tour of  downtown Málaga, squish me 
into her car and cart me into town to shop on the beach, notify me of  
the character of  the neighborhoods, and teach me how to leisurely stroll 
through Mercadora, as if  a grocery run were an event in itself. 

I must have waited nearly three hours on that first Saturday. What she 
was doing, I couldn’t say. Time was different there, though. It seemed there 
was no such thing as a setting sun. Rather, it stayed up all day—it must 
have been moving across the sky, but it always seemed overhead—so that 
three hours passed on the clock, but the day ceased to fall away. 

At last, we ventured out of  the house. 
The car was small, like so many there, and a dusty blue, harmless 

enough. And yet as I clamored into it on our mightily steep hill I lapsed 
into thoughts of  my seat-belted body catapulting down the slope helpless 
to stop the car’s progression—an imagined trauma that soon felt very 
possible when María Eugenia started the sputtering engine causing us to 
slip down a few feet (meters), before we once more traveled forward. 

It was a stick-shift, and I expected to be thrown here and there as we 
drove, but found that aside from the moment on the hill my only danger 
was from bumping my head on the small frame when I climbed out. 

She spoke as we drove—in Spanish of  course, estás en España para 
aprender, and she has worked as a language teacher for many years. She 
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was Venezuelan by birth, and later she will give me a collection of  defunct 
Venezuelan bills. 

She told me the Eugenia part of  her name was important. Hay muchas 
Marías. The “Eugenia” made it different, unique. I thought it right that 
this woman should have something more special and unique to her name. 
I practiced saying it in my head María Eugenia, María Eugenia, María Eugenia. 
My English tongue worked against the diphthongs of  her name, opposing 
the new sounds and shapes of  words. When I would return home and say 
her name, no one would know what I had said, couldn’t discern the alien 
sound into familiar letters, and I would think it right that this woman could 
not have been encapsulated by a name or a word or any association with a 
name or a word. María Eugenia. 

She parked in a tight street, and again I saw no signs of  direction or 
indication of  parking. She mentioned something about drogas being sold 
there a long time ago. No te preocupes. She stopped in a shop on the way to 
say hello to an old friend. Es Americana. She walked with me toward the 
temporary market set-up on the border between boardwalk and beach. 
Lo mejor está allí. She chatted as I picked out clothes and “hmm”’d when I 
showed her the outcome. Elizabeth, no quiero interferir … pero … She picked 
out different clothes—white linen, not unlike her own. Está de moda. She 
gushed over me with the shop owner. Rubia y guapa, no? 

When I had bought the new clothes, we went to the market. Three, 
four more hours, I couldn’t say—time fell away, and the day remained. We 
drank mango lassi as we moved from the store—she told me we’d pay for 
it at the end, but that it made the shopping that much better. Qué dulce, no? 
I wonder now what they thought of  us in the store, if  they had wondered 
who I was, una guiri. Or merely saw a granddaughter and her abuela. 

The sun was still planted in the sky like a yellow paint splatter on a 
blue canvas when we returned to Calle Portugal. I rushed upstairs and 
tried on my new white linen and spied a hint of  tan on my skin and ran 
over the new words in my mouth like the refrain of  a song or the echo of  
a hymm, María Eugenia, María Eugenia, María Eugenia.
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two-Fingered

michael wiley

She holds a cigar like
her mother’s Marlboro—
        two-fingered, cock-wristed,
elbow planted in the pit of  her jeans.

It’s cold,
her zipper is torn,
and a neighbor’s dog
watches through the fence.

For her sake you’re sorry.
Her words come out like clouds
of  smoke or breath or both:

Something about mistakes.
Something about the dark,
            the spirit of  it,
        a piece of  you
   in empty rooms. 
It’s weird.

Which is to say, of  course,
she hasn’t been herself.

                          a cuban boy,
                        big black beard,
               marching through the leaves,

you ask her for a puff.

No, she says 
and means exactly that, 
glad at least you asked. 
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revenge is best served
cold on a red plate with the 

adorning lettuce

maybe one of  these
days i’ll find you under my

pillow. all curled up

like baby teeth find 
their way like schools of  fish or

angry syllables

that we exchange when
we disagree and all i

want need desire

is for you to take
me underwater with your

crisp round awareness.

haikuS to poetry and my SometimeS 
inaBility to write it

maya oSman-krinSky

aFter ntozake Shange’S 
What DO YOu Believe a pOem ShD DO?
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zanziBar the path

Jonathan gardner

Zanzibar the path
Narrow and sand the bath
Path and of  poor balance 
Bath aside the path
The path to the beach’s bath.

Sea path Zanzibar the bath
Balance the wash or wet
     the hat by the path
The bath from the walk
     the hat or path.

Zanzibar the path fruit
Sand and sweet the path
Sweep sand and sleet the path
Bath aside the path
     and many of  poor balance
Narrow makes the bath
     any of  more phalanx.

The path and Zambibia the bath
Do bath Zambibians side the path
Wash fruit the sand and hat
Wet and narrow by the path
Walk Zambibia wash the beach’s bath.
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the whooping crane Bin

dylan petiprin

Joseph cried harder than the baby when he realized his mistake. Over 
the course of  a week the skin had transitioned from the light pink of  

a diaper rash to full-on peeling blisters. Sensing his guilt, our pediatrician 
tried adding some levity to the situation.

“Well, I’d say this is gonna be a pain in the ass for everyone involved.”
Though the joke didn’t land with Joseph, she was right. The infections 

required cleaning every six hours. He was always awake before the alarm 
went off at four in the morning, ready to hit the snooze button so that I 
wouldn’t have the chance to get up and help. It became a challenge to him; 
he felt he had something to prove after what he’d done. He didn’t seem to 
hear me when I told him everyone was allowed mistakes.

The first time I met Joseph’s family was the fall of  our third year in 
college. Talk of  the turkey dinner prompted his mother to retrieve the 
whooping crane bin from the basement. 

“He drew thousands of  them in elementary school—wouldn’t let me 
throw a single one away,” she said, sifting through piles of  fragile-looking 
napkins, receipts, and faded construction paper, all covered with tiny 
stylizations of  the bird.  

“For a while we tried buying him some of  those plush toys you can 
get from National Geographic mail orders. His father even took him bird 
watching in Florida for his eighth birthday, but he just spent the entire time 
doodling in a notebook, even though the damned things were right there 
in front of  him. That’s when we started to understand that it wasn’t about 
the birds as much as it was the process. Don’t you think, Joe?”

Seven years after that Thanksgiving, sharing a box of  pizza on our 
newly purchased sofa, Joseph and I decided we liked each other enough to 
raise a kid. After nearly a decade with one another, it hadn’t felt like a big 
decision. My parents didn’t share the same confidence.

“Richard, are you sure this is right for you?” I hadn’t called home until 
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the day the adoption papers went through because I didn’t want to hear 
their thoughts on right and wrong.

“Mom, we’ve been together for nine years.”
“Yes, but…” I could hear her toying with the curlicue cord that tethers 

their home phone to the kitchen wall. My father was probably right beside 
her, pretending to put away cutlery while waiting to see how Mom would 
rebut. “Yes, but I mean, two people can spend nine years with each other. 
They can make each other very happy and have a great time, right? But 
that doesn’t mean they’re going to be good parents. Do you know the ways 
he will change?”

I told myself  I was alright. Neither of  my parents had ever said his 
name to me. They were cordial with Joseph when we visited for Christmas 
and had helped us out with the gas bill the month that I got pneumonia 
and had to miss two weeks of  work. Yet, they couldn’t bring themselves 
to say his name; as if  recognizing him as a person would be the same as 
recognizing their son as gay. I thought that’s what it boiled down to. But 
then Joseph’s parents, the only adults that had always adored the two of  
us together, expressed their doubts, saying the same stuff about kids and 
change. I hadn’t feared we were being naïve until then. 

Our son was set to come home the summer that Zika was all over 
the news, and although he knew it was blood-borne and would never 
reach Minnesota, the idea that a virus could target such innocent life 
shook something within Joseph. For three days he dropped everything to 
clean. He researched directions and wore gloves, disinfecting every hard 
surface of  our apartment twice over, only to mistake his industrial-strength 
germicidal wipes for a family-size container of  Huggies Wet Ones on the 
baby’s first night home. He had spent weeks practicing on a stuffed stork a 
college friend sent in the mail, but that was Joseph’s first real diaper.

Now, the snow is piling up thick in our town and everything is shut 
down. Nobody can open their front doors and people likely feel trapped, 
closely following WMK-T’s predictions for when the accumulation will 
slow down enough for the plows to come through.

“It’s like the county went on paternity leave with us,” Joseph joked 
yesterday. 

I don’t think that’s quite right, though. 
He and I spent last evening taping tiny whooping cranes to the ceiling 

above our son’s crib. After he put up the last bird,  Joseph stood still on the 
ladder, his head tilted towards his decades-old project now charged with 
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the task of  watching over our child. He looked relieved, as if  he would sleep 
better knowing he had the extra sets of  eyes around. Spirals of  matted 
brown hair jutted out from his head. His fingernails were still a bit chipped 
from scrubbing the hardwood over the summer. We had been working for 
hours, and I knew his neck was stiff by the way he winced when he looked 
down from the ceiling and set his tired, bloodshot eyes on me. 

“We’re really doing this?” he whispered.
I couldn’t think of  what to say, and listened to the three of  us breathing 

in the room. Our lungs sounded strange expanding and contracting like 
that all at once. Then the T.V. from the living room broke news that the 
plows wouldn’t come for at least another day. I thought about what it would 
mean if  things stayed this way, if  we all had to hunker down together in the 
apartment, eating green beans out of  cans from the pantry and breathing 
our strange breaths indefinitely. There would be nobody else in the whole 
world to spend my time with, and I imagined I might like a future in which 
the plows never came. 
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Salt

maya oSman-krinSky

My mind is a Coney Island this year, 
Littered with breakable stars and tinfoil. 
Squinting sunbathers read Walden draped over clotheslines, 
Rosebud breasts spilling out of  the Q train 
And nighttime idols dancing around the lonely part of  the street in the lonely 
part of  the world.

I let the morning air out of  the tires of  my mind, 
Pierce the yolks of  eggs that won’t sunny-side-up,
Dripping blues and hot sauce onto nuts and bolts
That caress pigweed among perennials, 
Unfolding like a periwinkle sunrise or a baby bat or the wrapper of  a melted 
chocolate bar. 

Our kerosene years surrender to tar, 
To hair grown out, to the streaky silver of  a licked spoon. 
The scent of  evening smoke settles in the divot behind our ears, 
We dip our toes in brine instead of  bruised tomatoes, 
We pick the strings of  corn out of  the gap between our two front teeth,
We thumb and finger basil and rub it on our lips. 
We collect toothpaste in the corners of  our mouths and annex the chewed-up 
corners of  the 
carpet.

Our veins are purple in the sandy moonlight
And we wear masks to conquer our wafer-thin souls. 
Our pants are cuffed for wading and running in bicycle grease,
Hissing on the grill and kissing in the grass, 
We miss our mothers and get salt in our eyes.

With words borrowed from Nikki Giovanni’s ‘Bicycles’, Lawrence Ferlinghetti’s ‘A Coney 
Island of  the Mind’, and Poetry Magazine’s November 2017 issue. 
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luck

connor Fieweger

I dropped (my red pen)* onto my lap, and today I am wearing a red shirt.

*Note: could be replaced with (ketchup), in said case dripped rather than 
dropped may be preferable—just a change of  vowel!
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to BoneS: an ode

Victoria conStant

To bones,
sturdy beneath my fingertips,

(reverberating) with each breathless
heartbeat:

Be imbued with me, 
the herb which

(crumbling) may fill these hundred brittle
teabags;

Steeped in warm spring rains,
remain to marinate the dirt, you who are

(clinging) still to the world 
when the party’s over.
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thank you For the date

emily ehret

I had my suspicions 
As you, with your wrinkled smile,
Passed the wrinkled shape to my mouth

Past my teeth I felt it, sweet and smooth
The new flavor a surprise
It sealed my lips

I searched
And explored the folds
Is there a pit? Yes of  course there is

Patience! This is my first date 
I spit out the woody form
But look at it a while

While you take off my coat
Want another? Words tucked
Between your words speak out as well

Another date? Yes, another date, a sweetness
Lasting long moments in the mouth
And the mind.
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a Stony Bridge

daniel SteinBerg 

Behold!
The looping dome of  sturdy skies
Comes crashing into the alpine vale
And frames a bridge between them both.

A ruin-crowned hilltop overlooks the gathered houses,
At whose edge a meandering stream 
Borders fields that sweep into snow-capped points.
Its murmuring waters pass under the cobblestone arch:
The enduring remains of  the ancient bridge.

Weary from the traveler’s burden,
(And even more, from the companion’s duty)
I rested there beneath a noontime shadow
And let my hands wander through the gentle current
Although there were some tin cans floating by,
Which was kind of  a bummer.

Still, to reclaim my idealized image,
And to get my money’s worth,
I saw golden energy ripple
And flow into me with the force
Of  an ancient khan bewildered in London!
Or so I would say.
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And the energy spoke to me, and it said!
At the heart of  the world, a stony bridge—
A leap across the chasmic ‘spanse!
From where the hills cast might untamed
To where the shepherds make their nest.
Fear! Fear! There deep inside
That gulf  of  darkness in the Earth
There lies a thing obscured to eyes,
Which sings to all of  untold mirth.

What lingered in that chasmic ‘spanse?
What terrors in the barren deep?
Was it that which trickled ‘neath my feet?

The water slurped and sputtered.
Menacingly. 
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night walkS

Sophia FiSher

Last spring for me the seasons blent
twining into obelisks of  modern flowers
remained remnants of  crackling, decaying root—
spiny twigs,
empty and ossified,
or sweat from cold stones that went straight up my spine

It’s something you said that you didn’t decide
(it was all by all and deep by deep)
whole nights we sat up with drowsy grass and the
butter-flooded crescent moon,
affixed by the tinkling indigo sky
and thick, full leaves just dripping from treetops
when the nights were still chilly, the wind still inspired

Then the rooftop from which we witnessed the sunrise
when the sky was a welt of  blue and bright pink
(slowly melting like ice cream)
that’s what you said love for you was about,
plucking the nose of  a leaf  in sharpness and shivers,
or the honeyed spill of  an early sun.
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hornS

annie nazzaro

Walter was in the middle of  taking a sip of  wine when he noticed that 
his date had horns protruding from her temples. The horns were large, 

swirling, and ridged, like those of  a ram. They were simply not there one 
moment and then so very there the next that Walter accidentally turned his 
sip into an enormous gulp which he struggled to choke down without spilling. 
This, Walter thought, was bad.

Walter had grown up in a farm town. Once, when he was eight years 
old, he had encountered a ram at the local 4-H Fair. Its yellow-irised, peanut-
pupilled eyes had bored into his brown ones, and Walter had been transfixed. 
Then, the ram had lowered its horned head and bashed into the fence between 
them with all the force it could muster. The old wood of  the fence had nearly 
splintered, and Walter had run screaming to his mother. He was quailing even 
at the memory. And yet, right then, he also had to fight the urge to reach out 
and run his finger over the ridges one of  his date’s horns.

“So you and Alina are on the same project team? What are you guys 
working on now?” his date, Kathleen, asked. She sipped her own wine and 
looked at him expectantly.

“Uh,” Walter said.
It had been a blind date, set up by their mutual friend Alina, who said he 

needed to “loosen up” and “live in the real world for like two seconds” and 
“form a meaningful relationship with a human woman other than his mother.” 
He had been ready to protest that he had tried living in the real world and had 
not found it much to his taste. And he’d been ready to say that he had tried 
to form a relationship with a human woman other than his mother, but that 
woman had broken his heart just a year ago, and he wasn’t looking for that 
to happen again, thank you very much. But Alina could be a manipulative 
Rottweiler when she wanted to be, and had already told Kathleen that he was 
going. So he couldn’t shake Alina, and couldn’t disappoint Kathleen.

Kathleen was a blonde woman with freckles across her cheeks who, 
according to Alina, was very kind but had been unlucky in love thus far, “so 
if  you break her heart too I will break your precious mechanical keyboard.” 
Walter did not see himself  breaking Kathleen’s heart. If  he was as boring and 
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bland as his last girlfriend had told him upon their break-up, Kathleen was 
really in no danger. Plus, she was clearly out of  his league.

Walter looked around the restaurant, hoping to flag down their waiter 
and ask him, surreptitiously, if  he could also see Kathleen’s horns. He also 
checked if  any other diners had also sprouted horns from their temples since 
the last time he’d seen them, but it appeared that, for now, Kathleen was 
the only one. No one else in the restaurant was giving any indication that 
they had noticed Kathleen’s horns, either. No one was gawping. No one was 
glancing over and whispering to their dining partners behind their menus. 
Walter was either hallucinating, or Kathleen’s horns were real but visible 
only to him. He couldn’t decide which situation stressed him out more.

He couldn’t spot their waiter. Bereft of  a savior, Walter took the last 
refuge of  any student putting off a test they did not prepare for: “Would you 
actually excuse me a moment? I have to use the restroom.”

Kathleen blinked in surprise. “Of  course. No problem.” Walter stood 
up so quickly that he nearly knocked over his wine. He hoped Kathleen 
didn’t notice anything was wrong.

––––
The restaurant had a nautical theme. Alina had picked it out for them, 

saying that she knew it was within Walter’s budget and that Kathleen had a 
few favorite dishes there. Walter had never been there before and thought 
he was out of  his depth in this place, and then kicked himself  for thinking 
of  the terrible accidental pun. Alina had told him that women would find 
his puns lame. In any case, as a result of  the theme, finding the door to the 
bathroom was a little tricky until he remembered that bathrooms on ships 
are called the head, and he found a door labeled as such with a porthole 
window in it. Beyond was a very short hallway with the bathrooms leading 
off of  it.

Mercifully, the restaurant was fancy enough that the bathrooms were 
individual. Walter hurried into one of  them, flipped the toilet cover down, 
and sank onto it.

If  Alina had known about Kathleen’s horns, he wished she had given 
him some kind of  warning about them beforehand. All she had told him 
about Kathleen before the date was that she worked in consulting although 
she had originally wanted to make movies, that she owned a small dog 
named Cavall, and that she would probably be ordering the salmon. When 
they’d sat down, she’d ordered white wine, and, as predicted, the salmon. 
They’d talked briefly about her dog, and she’d blushed a bit when Walter 
revealed that he knew where the name was from. He’d never actually seen 
a woman blush before him like that before, and it made him think for a 
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moment that everything might work out this time. And then he saw the 
monstrous horns. He was at once horrified with Kathleen, but also himself, 
and he had to go.

Walter stood and looked at himself  in the bathroom’s mirror. He rubbed 
his temples, and wondered if  he had horns, too, and just couldn’t see them. 
Maybe he wouldn’t have been so boring to his ex if  he did.

He knew he wasn’t really that much of  a catch. If  the appearance of  the 
horns hadn’t interrupted their date, he probably would have found a way to 
screw it up himself. In fact, he was probably screwing it up right then. He 
had been in the bathroom for nearly ten minutes now, and Kathleen would 
be thinking that he was trying to escape the restaurant. He wasn’t looking 
for exit routes just yet, but maybe that was his best bet at this point.

He should’ve tried to tell Alina this before, but dating utterly terrified 
Walter. Probably the best part about his relationship with his last girlfriend 
was that he didn’t have to date anyone else any longer. No pressure to make 
a good first impression. No awkwardness about what to say or whether or 
not you should touch them or if  your clothes were fitting you just right. 
Every date made Walter felt like he was jumping out of  a plane with no 
guarantee his parachute would open before he hit the ground. It never felt 
worth the risk. And that was without any horns to deal with.

This time had felt so promising, too. Walter thought of  that bit of  a 
blush. The freckles across her cheeks. What it might mean for her to have 
a dog named after King Arthur’s. He wished he had thought to ask before 
he ran.

Walter left his bathroom and re-entered the short hallway. Through the 
porthole window to the restaurant, Kathleen was twisting her napkin in her 
hands. Her eyebrows were knit together, perhaps in concern, and Walter 
noticed that they were darker in color than her hair. Walter reached up to 
the window and covered each of  Kathleen’s horns with a finger. She was 
pretty without them, but she didn’t seem quite complete.

Kathleen caught sight of  him in the window, and Walter was ready 
right at that second to bolt. But she stopped twisting her napkin, and smiled. 
Smiled! And she tilted her head down and looked at her lap for a moment. 
A lock of  her hair fell forward. She tucked her hair back behind her ear and 
looked up, and through these motions, down and back up, her horns caught 
the light and looked not grotesque but majestic, like a crown.

Walter was overcome all at once with a curious and absolute relief. 
Maybe those ten minutes in the bathroom hadn’t mattered to her. Maybe 
her horns didn’t need to matter to him. Maybe one day he could ask her 
about them, and he could ask if  he had any she could see too.
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eVaporating the atlantic ocean

nick Sherry 

A child 
Crossing a busy street 
Fraught with hurried cars, 
I’d grip my father’s hand, holding 
To wisdom, and that ambience of  
Grown-up know-how. 
We’d step out onto asphalt expanse 
He’d raise his other palm 
At oncoming traffic, commanding 
Each vehicle to slow and bend to his will— 
Forging a path, parting a sea. 
He wouldn’t ever need to look up 
To verify the results of  his use of  The Force—
Instead we’d march onto the strip 
Of  black desert with gazes lowered, 
Certain that divine pillars of  mist and flame 
Followed behind, warding off pursuant chariots. 
To look up or back or anywhere but forward 
Was to calcify oneself  into the salt of  the sea, 
The ions of  doubt in the ocean he parted. 
Crossing nonchalantly meant becoming insoluble, 

Believing the forces that hold you together 
Are in fact strong enough to withstand 
The entropic push and pull of  
Monotonous everyday forces. 
Raising your hand, as if  to ask a question 
Or as if  to say, ‘I have the answer.’ 
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As a young adult 
I can walk by myself  now, 
Wading through the white 
Stripes of  crosswalks. 
Lifting arm and baring open palm 
Out of  habit, I divide nothing, 
I summon no heavenly presence, 
No angels at each side. 
He crossed the street 
Like he was evaporating 
The Atlantic Ocean 
With the wave of  a trident. 
I cross the street 
To get to the other side. 
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epitaph oF St. patrick

hank huBBard

David Foster Wallace once described cruise ships as a supposedly fun 
thing he’d never do again.1 I here submit to you that David Foster 

Wallace had never seen a snake. If  he had, he would have lived his entire 
life on a cruise ship; there are no snakes on cruise ships.

Snakes are our worst enemy. A recent statistical analysis showed that 
80% of  Americans over the age of  77 are killed by snakes.2 Indeed, the 
serpentine hatred of  the elderly is well understood by science; as the skin 
of  our septuagenarian kinfolk begins to sag, it looks as if  they have begun to 
molt. They will never lose their delicious epidermis, however, inflaming the 
rage of  the ever-shedding serpents. Adding to the jealousy of  these adders, 
they are forced to watch the hobbled masses sashay about dandily while 
they impotently slither, envious of  our precious legs.

The stakes are unfortunately spiritual as well. Pope Francis, in his 
now infamous “Papal Bull about Satan and snakes,”3 has confirmed what 
theologians have long suspected: no person, no matter how Christian, 
may be admitted into the kingdom of  Heaven should they perish from a 
snake’s hellish bite. Confused preachers4 have long taught that the snake 
that tempted Eve is a metaphor for human frailty and the ever present 
possibility of  perversion. This is as dangerous as it is flawed. The snake was 
as real then as it is now. Snakes surround you, and wait to eat you.

Yet what are we, as good Christians, to do? I claim we have only one 
option. To take our elderly, an endless font of  wisdom and experience, and 
place them on never-ending cruise ships to protect them. It is a fact of  life 
that we all will die, however, currently most of  us will die because of  snakes. 
Would it not be better, my brothers and sisters, to live out our final days 
staring into God’s blue ocean? We all have but one choice to make. We are 
hanging by a thread.

1. Wallace, David Foster. “Shipping Out.” Harper’s Magazine,  January 1996.
2. Centers for Disease Control, “Older Persons’ Health,” May 2017.
3. Associated Press, “Pope Francis compares fake news to snake in Garden of  

Eden,”  January 28th 2018.
4. Osteen,  Joel. “On Sin,” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q-Nzx5yvIWc.
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poem For roSie & me & our hearty youth

Jake weiSS

The party guests, mustachioed, ask pointless questions.
Coltrane on the turntable. Then Sidney Bechet.
My hangover: needles in the eyes, and mallets
all elsewheres. A thin line of  sleep comes out
from the eyelid. Long, silk-like.
It was likely worth it, the sunrise; you craned
a pretty neck to the horizon and earrings glistened
like the stars had. That was after rum
and orangely dripping pizza and additional rum, and friends
departed for restless closure: eyes, minds.
Positioned skyscraper, legs dangling over
early yellow morning cabs as the thing, like clockwork,
came, you kissed me tender on the cheek.
Didn’t kiss back, have struggled long with that.
Tongue limp in a cavernous thing.
In stunted dreams, chased your name and couldn’t
think it ‘fore the doorknocks came.
Now arrogant coffees shake me. An old man,
troubled to rise, tells of  his wife before the wrinkles,
and her beauty, and we smile soft and pitiful and say
“OK Joe” like we’ve heard it before,
and maybe even lived it.
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archaeology

monica rae Brown

I.
Old water eddies in the corner.

Purple-pink with silt lace;
has forgotten the sun.

II.
Collar-bones gnawed at by cockroaches

resurrect Coptic as cadavers.

III.
Dust gags on new air,

writhing in the sensation of  discovery.
Fossil gods stir, rethink, retreat:
burrow deeper into anonymity.

IV.
Ravens cut time open with a scythe and with a scalpel.

Bleed it out and choke down whole the eyelids.

V.
Janus alights on a table, tilts a head,

twiddles thumbs.
Wears jester shoes and doesn’t laugh.
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how we come to Be alone

alice may

White hands, black soap swirl down boy’s drain 
because mom is sick. 
Twice an hour, boy peels, boy scrubs, boy sticks, 
because mom is sick. 

The problems run under bacteria on boy’s wrists,
they all know—they let boy go. They understand
that mom is sick. 

Years give up on boy, mom doesn’t. Doesn’t matter. 
Black soap. New school, kids know boy loves clean, 
not his mother. 

Rubbed dry, rubbed raw, snakes shed skin, let it grow
—not boy. Twice a day, lost his prints, all boy knows: 
mom is sick. 

It began when dad’s hands trembled up to his eyes. It 
sunk in, through bones to boy’s toes, falling far to arms.
“What now? Do I catch it, too?” Boy’s lips bled, shed
no tears. Mom laughed: “Baby, just take care of  you. 
Only mom is sick.” 

Take care, take care. Boy heard: don’t get sick. Boy took 
care. Boy wouldn’t be brittle, leave microscopic cracks, boy 
would extract. Boy has no boy. Just washes, washes, never 
a choice. Hands not used, not kind, not smooth, not held.
Not sick. 
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paul’S poem

Sara maillacheruVu

Untrimmed fingernails chisel imaginary flesh from photographs, 
fading 
of  yesterday 
Closing eyes, fishing lungs, air & rain & bifurcated dreams pouring 
into the restless— 
those untold stories hovering over cherry blossoms, locked away in 
the folds of  flowers 
that never unfurl 
Unfurling ancient maps, once sticky-tacked to the sea: 
 Bou Greg Persia Pemba Moldavia 
  drip from these sun-blest scrolls 
Carefully shelved and stored for a tomorrow they’ll never see 
Drops: the hollow bones of  the piano’s final cry, 
waiting for evening to leaven the traces of  tomorrow— 
and then it comes slowly, 
 fermented with fragments of  yesterday 



we’Ve run out oF Bread,

So it’S time For...



roSie alBrecht

Band Name: Glitter Obliterator
Genre: The type of  music that plays during magical girl transformation 
sequences

oliVia alcaBeS

Band Name: Squished Turtle
Genre: Alternative Screamo

madeline Birmingham

Band Name: Loading Screen
Genre: Video Game Bops

nathaniel Bolter

Band Name: Shocked Arousal
Genre: Really sweet stuff

monica rae Brown

Band Name: Heart in Spades
Genre: 52-Card Dada Pop

conor Bulkeley-krane

Band Name: Gimme dat gimme dat gimme dat FISH!!
Genre: Doom Metal

parker chuSid

Band Name: Biannual Newsletter of  the Dorchester Horticultural Society
Genre: Classical Rap (think wordless with a large string section)

Victoria conStant

Band Name: Computer Wife
Genre: New Age Electro Art Music

crumBS



Belen edwardS

Band Name: Breakfast for Dinner
Genre: Yolk Music

mireille FarJo

Band Name: Pearlfish & the Benthic Babes
Genre: Hadeopelagic Deepwave

Sophia FiSher

Band Name: Treif
Genre: Pretty good bar mitzvah music (though nothing tops LMFAO 
obviously)

peter ForBerg

Band Name: Joseph and My Morning Chemical Romance 
Technicolor Dream Jacket
Genre: Christian Alt Punk Rock

tatiana goderStad

Band Name: Typhoid Madonna
Genre: Sludge Rock

katherine holmeS

Band Name: The Yankee Noodlers
Genre: Americana Folk

emily lynch

Band Name: Hammered Grandma
Genre: Airport Punk

John lutz

Band Name: Night Guard
Genre: Stan Rogers Cover Band

charlie marShall

Band Name: Bubba Chuck and the Juke Box Shooters
Genre: Baroque Symphonies



emily muSgraVe

Band Name: Religious Stuttering Army Carnies
Genre: Louisiana Swamp Pop

maya oSman-krinSky

Band Name: Freezerburn
Genre: Singer-songwriter Astrological Ska

willa SchwaBSky

Band Name: Wild God Party
Genre: Hawaiian Youth Christian Rock

nora Spadoni

Band Name: Teenage Girl Coven
Genre: Witchy-Indie Rock

Jake weiSS

Band name: Mack Donahue & the Yearning Herbivores
Genre: Post-sustainable Neointerdisciplinary Occupy Wall Street-
endorsed Soundcloud Rap

olenka welliSz

Band Name: Snacks in the Attic
Genre: 18th-Century Inspired Europop

mike wiley

Band Name: Dad Music
Genre: everything on his dad’s Apple Music account

alexiS wolF

Band Name: Pure Jiggle
Genre: Baroque Pop

imaan youSuF

Band Name: Midwest Mama and the Chocolate Milk Champions
Genre: Children’s Music


